
RETARGETING
Let’s make this all about you. Ask questions and I will try to 

figure them out after the presentation!



- TLTR: Cheaper than cold ads, more effective, increases conversions AND gets your 
existing customers to spend more. 

- Upto 3% of shoppers convert on the first visit to an online store. The goal of retargeting 
is to bring back the other 97%. 

- The probability of selling to an existing customer is 60 – 70%, while the probability of 
selling to a new prospect is 5-20%. 

- The best time to retarget new customers is the first 7 days. 

- Ecommerce and service businesses, for example, see an average of 128% increase in 
conversions with retargeting. 

- Retargeted Website Visitors are 8 times cheaper to reach per click. 

- Retargeted ads on Facebook are 76% more likely to get clicks than regular display ads.

SOME STATS



- Most website developers and business owners don’t think about retargeting or sales funnels 
when creating their websites. The way you structure your funnel, store or website is very 
important to be able to retarget effectively. 

- Every business should retarget even if you do not have a budget to run cold ads. People you 
retarget already seen you online and engaged with your brand in one way or another. They are 
more likely in the market and are more likely to convert. If you don’t retarget you most likely 
lost them. Usually plan to allocate 20-50% of your ad budget to retargeting, it would depend on 
where you are in business and what you sell. 

- Doesn’t have to be complicated. Even if it’s just a video/selfie video from an owner/founder - 
Ex: “Hey, this is Sam, an owner and founder of XYZ. Is there anything I can do to earn your 
business? Here is what we can help you with, here is how we are different and why you should 
choose us, and here is what to do next. Just give us a try, risk free, and I am 100% confident 
you will never go back to another competitor.” Give them a reason and confidence to do 
business with you. 

- Make it personal, relatable and memorable. Make them connect your retargeting ads to your 
brand, website, product. Lead with something they probably remember from their first 
interaction with you. So make sure that first interaction is unique and is something they 
remember. 

- Serve ads based on where they are in the customer journey. Keep it RELEVANT.

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND



CUSTOMER JOURNEY/FUNNEL



People buy from whom they 
KNOW, LIKE AND TRUST.  

Retargeting addresses all 3. It helps you get yourself in front of your ideal 
customers more often (they get to KNOW you better), you get to show that 
you understand their needs, desires, problems, empathize with them and 
explain your solution (you are LIKE them) AND build TRUST with social 
proof, authority, guarantees and overcoming other objections. #1 reason 
most offers do not convert is they do not address customer objections. 

I find that the best offers are clear and easy to understand, no risk, no-
brainer, irresistible offers that are easy to act on. Confused customers don’t 
buy. Make it easy to say yes and do business with you.



HOW TO RUN RETARGETING 



- Pixel (each platform has it’s 
own pixel code) 

- When Pixel is loaded on a page 
it Tags the visitor with an Event 

- Adds visitor to a specific 
Audience based on the Event 
and your rules 

- Serve relevant ads to that 
Audience

RETARGETING IS SIMILAR ON 
ALL PLATFORMS: GOOGLE, 
FACEBOOK, LINKEDIN



USE  CASES
Viewed a product but didn’t buy. 

Added to cart but didn’t checkout, Bought X and 
could be interested in Y. 

Booked a Hotel Room -> Would you like a rent a 
car as well? 

Bought X 30 days or 90 days and might need a 
refill.  

You want to serve different ads: special offer, 
limited time discount, social proof (testimonials, 
unboxing, show specific product features and 
benefits and why they are important) to those who 
didn’t finish checking out. 

Try different sales angles/show different benefits/
features. What’s not important to one buyer, could 
be a deal breaker for another one.



USE  CASES
Limo Business - Offers Weddings and Corporate 
Transportation - Serve retargeting ads based on that interest. 
Serve Wedding Limo offer only to those who visited the 
Wedding Limo page.  

We worked with a Dental clinic. He called us “OMG I am on 
Forbes! I am on ESPN. I am on YouTube. I am all over FB.” 
Google and FB Network allows you to be on a lot of authority 
media outlets for pennies. Use it! For your customers, if you 
are everywhere, this means you are popular.



USE  CASES
Visited a landing page but didn’t optin or claimed your offer.  

Attended a webinar but didn’t buy your offer. 

Visited a website but didn’t fill out a quote request etc. 

Example ads: 

“Do you still need help with finding a reliable cleaner for 
your rental property?” 
 
“Are you still interested in playing golf better?” 

“Are you still paying too much for your car insurance?” 

Talk about their problem and their desired end result. What 
your product/service/solution will allow them to do? What’s 
in it for them? What does it cost them not to act and why it 
is important to act now?



USE  CASES
They don’t know if your software can help them, 
might have objections, might not be ready to pay 
you just yet. Retarget with videos to show 
possibilities, case studies, benefits, offer a demo. 

What can they gain or avoid?



Video

Create a video at least few minutes and target your 
potential prospects. Then retarget those who watched 
over 50 or 90% of your video.  You can also retarget 
people who viewed your YouTube videos with Google.

Email Lists and Sharing Audiences

You can use a list of customers you already have or a 
list of potential leads. Create a Custom Audience 
based on this list and remarket to them. This is why it 
is so important to always collect emails. You can also 
create a Joint Partnership with a non-competing 
business that has your ideal customers, share your 
Custom Audiences and retarget the people who are 
more likely to be interested in what you have to offer. 
You can even ask to install your pixel on another 
website and use that data to instantly retarget their 
visitors with your ads.



STANDARD PIXEL SETUP
ON EACH PAGE

PIXEL FIRES

EVENT TAG

CUSTOM AUDIENCE

RETARGETING AD 

Page View, Add to Cart, Initiated Checkout etc

Depending on your rules



TWO WAYS TO POPULATE YOUR CUSTOM AUDIENCES
#1 is FACEBOOK PIXEL AND ACTIVITY





<!-- Facebook Pixel Code --> 
<script> 

!function(f,b,e,v,n,t,s) 
{if(f.fbq)return;n=f.fbq=function(){n.callMethod? 

n.callMethod.apply(n,arguments):n.queue.push(arguments)}; 
if(!f._fbq)f._fbq=n;n.push=n;n.loaded=!0;n.version='2.0'; 

n.queue=[];t=b.createElement(e);t.async=!0; 
t.src=v;s=b.getElementsByTagName(e)[0]; 

s.parentNode.insertBefore(t,s)}(window, document,'script', 
'https://connect.facebook.net/en_US/fbevents.js'); 

fbq('init', 'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX'); 
fbq('track', 'PageView'); 

</script> 
<noscript><img height="1" width="1" style="display:none" 

src=“https://www.facebook.com/tr?
id=XXXXXXXXXXXXXX&ev=PageView&noscript=1" 

/></noscript> 
<!-- End Facebook Pixel Code -->

<!-- Facebook Pixel Code --> 
<script> 

!function(f,b,e,v,n,t,s) 
{if(f.fbq)return;n=f.fbq=function(){n.callMethod? 

n.callMethod.apply(n,arguments):n.queue.push(arguments)}; 
if(!f._fbq)f._fbq=n;n.push=n;n.loaded=!0;n.version='2.0'; 

n.queue=[];t=b.createElement(e);t.async=!0; 
t.src=v;s=b.getElementsByTagName(e)[0]; 

s.parentNode.insertBefore(t,s)}(window, document,'script', 
'https://connect.facebook.net/en_US/fbevents.js'); 

fbq('init', 'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX'); 
fbq('track', ‘PageView'); 

fbq('track', ‘Lead’); 
</script> 

<noscript><img height="1" width="1" style="display:none" 
src=“https://www.facebook.com/tr?

id=XXXXXXXXXXXXXX&ev=PageView&noscript=1" 
/></noscript> 

<!-- End Facebook Pixel Code -->

LANDING PAGE THANK YOU PAGE

You are tagging PageView so you know who visited specific 
pages. Very important for stores, services to know what 

user was interested in.

You are tagging an action. What user did. Add to cart, 
registration, contact form, checkout.



Calendly: 

–invitee_scheduling_page - profile booking page visit 
–invitee_event_type_page - event type booking page visit 

–invitee_select_day - invitee selected a date 
–invitee_select_time - invitee selected confirm for a time 
–invitee_meeting_scheduled - meeting was scheduled 



TWO WAYS TO POPULATE YOUR CUSTOM AUDIENCES
#2 is AUTOMATION

You get a lead or a customer

Zapier Or Direct Integration 
To FB Custom Audience

Retarget Them with an Ad



MANAGING CUSTOM AUDIENCES
USE “IF - THEN” LOGIC

If PageView = Visitor Audience

 If Lead Then add to Leads Audience

IF Purchase Then Customers 
BUT NOT Leads Anymore (Exclude)

TIME AND ACTIONS

Website Visitors in Last 30 days

Watched 90% of your video

Visited the Pricing Page  
but not the Checkout page

USE “AND”/ “EXCLUDE” FOR SUPER SPECIFIC TARGETING

AND/OR

AND/OR



LOOKALIKE AUDIENCES

Let’s say you have 1000 people who 
bought your product. Facebook can then 
find similar people who share 
characteristics and interests with your 
existing customer data.  

Keep it at 1% as these are the most similar 
and then test broader audiences in 
separate ad sets.



- Make sure your pixel is firing. Chrome has an extension to check which Events are fired on specific 
pages. Facebook Pixel Helper. 

- Don’t make it complicated. Retargeting is simply marketing to people who didn’t buy or performed 
your intended action. Why? They might have objections. In your retargeting work on overcoming 
those objections. 

- Don’t forget IF - THEN logic so your audiences don’t start to overlap. Make sure to EXCLUDE.  

- Create different ads depending on where customers are in their buying journey. Use user 
generated content like testimonials, reviews, pictures, videos and showcase most important 
features of the product, talk about the benefits, problem and desired end result. Try different sales 
angles and overcome objections.  

- Best Campaign Objective is Conversions. Conversion is when standard or your custom Event fires. 
This is Your Goal for a campaign. This will help you to attribute conversions to your adspend and 
track ROI. 

- Don’t worry about click costs or conversion costs. Worry about ROI and customer lifetime value. 

- So then just Do more of what works.



- Add Events to specific pages you want to track as conversions. 

- Upload existing customer list  

- Custom List Audience 1 - Customers Emails 

- Custom List Audience 2 - Leads Emails 

- Create Custom Audiences based on behavior. ex. Website Visitors in the last 7 days. Visitors 
who visited X Page.   

- Include and Exclude specific Custom Audiences in Ad set Targeting to target specific people. 
Again so you are showing relevant ads to specific audiences depending where they are in 
the customer journey process. 

- Use Pixel data and Zapier to automate Custom Audiences.  

- Once you have enough data at least few hundred to 1000. Create 1% LookAlike Audiences to 
test.



HOW TO CONVERT MORE CLICKS INTO CUSTOMERS
- AIDA - Attention, Interest, Desire, Action 

- Understand your ideal customers and their problems and desires on a deep level. 

- Address objections and have bulletproof guarantee. Money and time. Am I going to get what I 
think I am going to get? What happens if I do not? 

- Communicate the before/after. Paint the Hell and Heaven. 

- We walk towards the pleasure but run from the pain. Tell them what they can gain, but don’t 
forget to tell them what they can avoid. 

- Features and facts tell but benefits sell. What’s in it for me? Why should I care? ex. so that you 
can…  which means you can… (benefit of the benefit) 

- Clear and powerful CTA - What should I do? 

- Genuine Urgency/Scarcity - Why should I act now? 

- Use storytelling. Feel, Felt, Found method. I know how you feel, I or other customers felt the same 
way, until they found X so now they can… 

- Know, Like, Trust - be everywhere they are, show that you understand and be not only LIKABLE 
but show that you are LIKE them, build TRUST.



HOW TO CONVERT MORE CLICKS INTO CUSTOMERS
- When your ads don’t convert the issue might not be with the ads. It might be with your 

landing page, product/market fit or your message. 

- Make sure you describe what you do in 8 words or so. If it takes time to figure it out, most 
users won’t put in that time and just leave. 

- What it is and who is it for. Then describe why should I care and what it can do for me. 

- Make sure your ads and landing page carry the same message and are congruent (look, feel, 
message, offer, CTA). 

- Design/ matters, but not as much as solving an important problem and offering the best 
solution. Figure out this part. Convert prospects into customers first and then all you have to 
do is reach more people like your existing customers.  

- Customer lifetime value is the most important metric and the answer to your marketing 
budget problems. 

- Do more of what works.  



QUESTIONS?
Most of this stuff is pretty straight forward once you understand the fundamental principles of marketing. 

Few books I would recommend if you want to understand marketing: 
Scientific Advertising - Claude Hopkins 

Breakthrough Advertising - Eugene Schwartz 
Tested Advertising Methods - John Caples 

Stealth Marketing by Jay Abraham 
Ultimate Sales Machine - Dan Kennedy 

DotCom Secrets/Expert Secrets/Traffic Secrets - Russel Brunson 
Building a Story Brand - Donald Miller 

Cashvertising - Drew Whitman 
The Art Of Advertising - Max Ivaniy


